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an you imagine what your planet looks like from on high?
A blue-and-white globe covered with polluted living space,
poisoned water, oil slicks on the seas, plundered soil, burning
primeval forest . . . The sight of all this destruction is so awful to
extra-terrestrial Gwi Do that he has set out in his space ship with
the intention of saving Planet Earth. You and he will set about
healing the planet by putting right all the mischief humans have
caused on it. You’ll clean the air and the rivers, restore the soil to
health, save the primeval forests and learn how to recycle waste.
This exciting, playful book of adventure guides you through the
realm of the environment. The fate of Earth is in your hands –
only you can determine whether the planet will survive or perish.
Air

• 7 full-page, full-colour illustrations
• 5 booklets filled with information
to complete an adventure
• 20 flip-flaps

BOOKLETS FULL OF PICTURES
AND INFORMATIONS
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Air

D

anger! Danger!! We’re flying
into an area of toxic smog. It’s
imperative that you put on oxygen
breathing apparatus! Lift the flap
and help the planet!

SPLENDID! I’M DELIGHTED THAT YOU’RE BRAVE
ENOUGH TO GO ON THIS RESCUE MISSION WITH
ME. BE READY FOR PLENTY OF WORK, HEAPS OF
ADVENTURE AND MORE THAN A LITTLE DANGER.
BUT YOU’RE NOT AFRAID, I CAN SEE THAT.
WE’RE PICKING UP SPEED . . . WE’RE IN THE AIR!
HOLD ON!

T

raffic jams, cars, exhaust
fumes! The system is
close to collapse! Prepare for
a campaign called ‘On foot or
on your bike’. Lift the flap and
save the planet!

T

here’s a great danger that
planet Earth could come to
look like the moon! Craters,
desolation, dust and heavy
machinery. Lift the flap and
help your planet!

F

actory chimneys produce
smoke and pollute the Earth!
The air is filled with harmful
substances. Lift the flap and
save the planet!

The planet
Earth is
getting warmer!
We must stop
GLOBAL
WARMING!

Water
THE RESCUE MISSION IS GOING SPLENDIDLY! OUR SECOND
TASK CONCERNS WATER AND AQUATIC LIFE. BUT THIS TIME YOU
CAN LEAVE YOUR SNORKEL AT HOME – UNFORTUNATELY THE
BEAUTIES OF CORAL AND THE UNDERSEA WORLD AREN’T OUR
BUSINESS TODAY. I’M SWITCHING ON THE MONITOR OF MY
SPECIAL METER . . . CONCENTRATE, PLEASE. HERE WE GO!

T

his is an emergency!
Ecological catastrophe.
Oil spill in the sea. SOS signal
detected! Dolphins, seagulls,
turtles, sea otters, seals and other
creatures are fighting for their
lives! Lift the flap and rescue
them!

W

e are passing over
a polluted river.
Dead fish! The water here
is no longer a source of life.
Red alert! Lift the flap and
help the river!

H

ostile bodies in the
sea! Discarded plastic
packaging, metal objects and
rotting food are floating on
the waves. Oh no, the water is
suffocating! Lift the flap and
clean it!

W
Drinking water
sources are
dwindling.
PROTECT
WATER!

arning! Detergents,
cleaning agents and
solvents! Not only factories
do harm to water. You do, too –
and probably you know nothing
about it. Look under the flap and
continue the rescue.
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